
MUSIC RADIO AND THE RECORD INDUSTRY

The nature of the economic, social, and cultural relations between the radio industry and the record industry is most
often characterized by both.

Share this article:. Now, an album can be produced on a laptop, and digital distribution via streaming has a
zero marginal cost â€” the structure of the recording chain itself has radically changed. Here are just some of
the costs that go into the production of an album: Songwriter royalties Costs of recording the album -
Recording studio fees, studio musicians, sound engineers, producers, etc. Although the medium has been
evolving for over a century, perhaps the greatest development of the pre-digital age was the shift from AM
amplitude modulation to FM frequency modulation as the dominant broadcast standard. At first glance, this
change would appear to be an obvious case of the better technology winning out; after all, FM has a clearer
signal, and the ability to carry stereo or even quadrophonic sound. Marketing and promotion costs - Video
clips, public relations, tour support, marketing campaigns, promotion to get the songs played on the radio, etc.
Artists sign with labels and labels work with distributors, who collect recording royalties from DSPs. You can
now simply upload music on digital platforms and make it available to fans from all over the globe. While at
first glance uploading content on a digital platform seems easy, you still need digital infrastructure to make
sure that the record will be available 1 on multiple platforms, 2 on the day of the release and 3 with proper
meta-data. In the same issue, however, there were signs of trouble brewing for the new format. The trick to
getting radio plays on the commercial stations is understanding what makes them tick. By contrast, the radio
industry earns its revenues from advertising, which are tied directly to the measurable audience for any given
station at any given point in time. Fast forward through vinyl, cassette tapes, CDs, Napster and digital piracy,
download-to-own services and, finally, streaming. Distribution Before the digital age, distribution meant
getting audio from the studio and into the ears of the listeners â€” setting up and optimizing the physical
production and logistics and developing a network of subcontractors and partners. Throughout the years,
technological advancements caused shifts in the landscape of the industry, as manufacturers of new mediums
and hardware took a stake in the record business. In that sense, streaming is both a distribution channel and a
promotion space. In contractual terms, this is the shift from the artist deals to the licensing ones. By the s, all
of the big recording players in the U. Radio entrepreneur and historian B. The synergy between hardware or,
in 21st-century terms, software manufacturers, distribution channels and the recording side always led to the
vertical integration of the recorded music chain. For example, Spotify has recently introduced a unified tool
for playlist submission to standardize the way to pitch music to the editorial team across labels and artists of
all scope. Choosing the right markets for your music will dramatically increase your odds of getting radio play
time, especially when you're just getting started. Countless artists and record label executives have praised
local broadcast radio for its role in exposing the public to new music, driving album and merchandise sales,
and filling concert venues. Record labels and radio stations must work together to succeed. This is a massive
shift in the recording business. According the RIAA, there are many factors that go into the overall cost of a
CD, and the plastic it's pressed on is among the least significant. The recording industry both loves radio for
its promotional power and hates it for its cannibalizing potential , and has both impeded and assisted its
technological development at different stages and in different ways over the years. If you spend the time to
listen to the radio station you're pitching, you'll soon get a good sense of what their playlist is. Licensing and
Synch History of sound recording In the early 20th century, sheet music publishers ran the music industry.
The power of the Major When it comes to distribution, labels can be generally divided into two categories: the
majors who distribute themselves globally and independents that outsource the distribution to external
partners. Radio programmers today are influenced by traction demonstrated by artists and songs performing
well on streaming services. Like it sounds, commercial radio stations air commercials. And, you're in luck
because radio stations are always on the hunt for new music that they think their listeners will enjoy listening
to. You need to work very hard to convince the GM or disk jockey you have music similar to well-known
artists and will appeal to their segment market.


